Unify OpenScape Business

A future-proof
communication
solution for
UNTHA Shredding
Technology GmbH,
the dependable
specialist for shredding
technology

UNTHA is an international company near Salzburg, Austria, and is a
world-leading specialist for shredding technology. To help staff work more
efficiently and to offer customers better service, a reliable, future-proof and
fail-safe communication solution was needed at the head office.
The challenge

The solution

The benefits

UNTHA is a successful company that has
enjoyed steady growth and its communication
solution needed to keep pace too. However,
the existing system reached its limit and could
not be expanded for additional users. The
technology was outdated and the changeover
to a new operating system meant that phones
connected to PCs via USB were repeatedly
malfunctioning. Some employees were
unable to access the CRM database to view
supplier and customer information, which
delayed workflows and service delivery. The
time and expense of re-installing drivers and
adapting to the hardware or software used
meant that there was an imbalance in terms
of net economic benefit. So, the management
wanted a modern communications solution
to gradually replace the existing one, to reflect
the same core competency of the UNTHA
brand itself: reliability.

After comparing several offers, UNTHA chose
the communications experts MEHOKO
Meinhart & Heldele GmbH. Their fast on-site
support, personal contacts, and proven
expertise with Atos Unify solutions were
decisive. Following the needs analysis, the
successful changeover to the All-IP system
Atos Unify OpenScape Business X8 took
place, which is integrated in the new, airconditioned server room with sophisticated
cabling and the latest technology. The
devices are connected directly to the new,
fail-safe server. To optimize internal workflows,
the office workstations were equipped with
the powerful unified communications suite
and new OpenScape desk phones. Reception
works with the myAttendant application for
improved customer service. And so that staff
can work efficiently when they are on the
move, they can now use the “myPortal to
go” app on their mobile devices, providing
almost every convenient UC feature that they
are familiar with from the PC desktop.

The new ALL-IP system OpenScape
Business X8 perfectly combines new and
existing communication technology and
enables smart upgrades to new hardware
components and software solutions.
The change over took place gradually as
requested – without any major training
needed for the IT department. The new
communication architecture can grow
flexibly with the company and with low
follow-up costs. The UC-based functions
make it easier for staff to work – even
when they are on the move. Internal
communication workflow was optimized
with a new and sophisticated call number
concept. And reception staff have a
convenient tool with myAttendant, which
optimally connects telephone functions with
the UC functions in OpenScape Business,
so they can respond to customer queries
quickly and efficiently.

Maximum communication, maximum investment protection
The new uniform communication solution
from UNTHA is efficient, future-proof, and
upgradeable. A new air-conditioned server
room with high-quality cabling increases
reliability and facilitates maintenance by the
IT department. In all other cases, MEHOKO’s
support staff are immediately on-site – a
quick and cost-effective regional partner.
The management team was particularly
impressed with the gradual and seamless
upgrading of the existing system to the new
solution. OpenScape Business X8 makes

such a smart migration easy, ensuring high
availability of all applications during the
changeover and minimizing downtimes.
In addition, the new solution supports
both traditional and modern technologies
which means that many components and
devices could continue to be used. This
protects investments already made and
enables future upgrades with low follow-up
costs. This allows the company and the
modern communication system to grow
simultaneously.

« The UNTHA brand is
synonymous with
reliability in shredding
technology. Now
with OpenScape
Business X8, our
communications are
just as reliable »
Manfred Wimmer
IT, UNTHA shredding technology GmbH
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Efficient working on the
move
Whether checking the presence status of
co-workers, setting up phone conferences, or
using Messenger for quick communication
– the new OpenScape Business solution
delivers. UNTHA staff now benefit from
a wide range of modern applications to
make arrangements more quickly, better
plan projects and sustainably optimize
work processes. All features are perfectly
integrated with “myPortal for Desktop” and
“myPortal for Outlook” into the familiar
operating system so that the changeover
could be simple and intuitive. In addition,
“myPortal to go” makes mobile working just
as convenient as working from a desk.

Reliable communication with
coworkers and customers

« Thanks to the smart
migration and gradual
changeover to the new
Atos Unify solutions,
not only were we able
to protect our existing
investments, but we’re
well prepared for the
future too. »
Manfred Wimmer,
IT, UNTHA shredding technology GmbH

During the smart migration, the internal
call number concept was phased out and
new direct dialing was introduced. Instead
of assigning the next free number to new
employees as before, each department
now has a clearly assigned extension range.
This makes internal communication much
easier. If a sales representative wants to
contact the marketing department, he or
she now knows intuitively which number
to dial. In addition, reception staff find it
much easier to provide customers with
better information. myAttendant displays
the presence status of co-workers and can
easily establish things like whether someone
is available to talk or when a particular
service engineer becomes available.

« Our new communication partner Mehoko provides just what our customers
want from us – a reliable service, personal contacts, and fast support. »
Manfred Wimmer,
IT, UNTHA shredding technology GmbH

A future-proof communication solution for UNTHA Shredding Technology GmbH,
the dependable specialist for shredding technology
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Success Story

About Atos
Atos is a global leader in digital transformation
with 110,000 employees in 73 countries and
annual revenue of € 12 billion. European
number one in Cloud, Cybersecurity and
High-Performance Computing, the Group
provides end-to-end Orchestrated Hybrid
Cloud, Big Data, Business Applications and
Digital Workplace solutions. The Group is the
Worldwide Information Technology Partner
for the Olympic & Paralympic Games and
operates under the brands Atos, Atos|Syntel,
and Unify. Atos is a SE (Societas Europaea),
listed on the CAC40 Paris stock index.
The purpose of Atos is to help design the
future of the information space. Its expertise
and services support the development of
knowledge, education and research in a
multicultural approach and contribute to the
development of scientific and technological
excellence. Across the world, the Group
enables its customers and employees, and
members of societies at large to live, work
and develop sustainably, in a safe and secure
information space.

Find out more about us
atos.net
atos.net/career
Let’s start a discussion together

Provided by your
Atos Unify Partner
Mauermannstrasse 8
5023 Salzburg
Österrreich
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